
Handy Proxy : all-in-one secure
Internet communication solution

Handy MultiChannel Proxy - Handy Messaging Server - Handy Web Server - Handy Browser

Handy MultiChannel Proxy is a package designed for the Windows environment providing a protection solution perfectly adapted to the
needs of all persons who access the Internet via a Windows PC or tablet and who wish to secure their communications and data. This
solution also allows to send encrypted e-mail and instant messages without using a third-party service and to create web pages that can be
accessed only by duly authorized people thanks to the included access control and encryption functions.

This solution and its applications provide a comprehensive answer to the issue of securing your data.

Your data and privacy are obviously important. Whether you are a private user, an IT professional, an Internet provider, a manager or
someone having to protect information against piracy, our software will provide the missing link in your configuration.

The Handy MultiChannel Proxy package also includes 3 applications enabling fully encrypted communications :

                                       Handy Email                                          Handy Messenger                                    Handy Browser

    

When two Handy Proxies are interconnected their data exchanges are completely encrypted which makes this solution ideal to :

- Avoid your sensitive and confidential data as your login and password to be tracked or your data to be analysed/sold/stored by a third party if you connect
to the Internet from a WiFi public access point, for example.

- Avoid your moves to be tracked, when you connect from a place outside your home or office, by the numerous sites that use behaviour data for marketing
purposes or by ill-intentioned people.

Thanks to the Handy Messaging Server integrated into the Handy Proxy and thanks to the Handy Email and Handy Messenger
applications, you will be able to :

- Communicate with your addressees in a totally secure way, independently from any Internet e-mail provider or chat or e-mail service and even from the
Internet itself since your messages and their attachments will be encrypted : the Internet is used as a simple data carrier.

- To easily create your private messaging service for your family, association or company. This service will be available inside your local network and/or via
the Internet anywhere in the world (WiFi access,…).

Thanks to the Web Server integrated in the Handy Proxy and the Handy Browser provided by this solution, you will be able to :

- Create and host your own web site and decide to make it accessible to some people only.

- Encrypt your HTML, Javascript or PHP pages to protect them against any editing, printing or source code visualizing.

All these functions and encryption methods applied between two Handy Proxies make
unconceivable the possibility to listen to your Internet activity or to have your sensitive data

hijacked (as banking data, logins, passwords,...) when you connect to the Internet
from anyplace, whether a usual, new or unsecure location.

For more information on this solution we invite you to visit our web site : http://www.handyserv.com
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